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Ohio opinions vary on nukes
by The Associated Press

veteran from Hamilton, said that if said they now consider it to be a real
the United States gave up its nuclear threat.
The majority of viewers favored a
arsenal and the Soviet Union did not.
then "Russia would soon blackmail mutual freeze on nuclear arms prous. Unless both countries would dis- duction by the United States and the
arm, there's no other option. We have Soviet Union as being the best means
to learn to live with nuclear weap- of achieving peace, but they opposed
a unilateralfreeze.
ons."
The movie converted some people
For George Dickerson, 39, of the
Columbus suburb of Westerville, the to arms control, QUBE said. A total of
61 percent said they now support
film brought back memories.
"THE MOVIE brought back the arms control, while 35 percent said
memories of growing up in the '50s. I they believed in peace through
remember the civil defense drills. I strength and 4 percent expressed no
remember being scared when there opinion.
"WHY NOT TRY to live with the
were loud noises at night," he said.
Warner Amez Cable Communica- Russians and contribute to the world
tions' two-way cable network, QUB^, together? I think there is hope. Nuconducted a survey of about 5,500 clear holocaust is inevitable only if we
viewers in Columbus, Cincinnati and don't let go of our 'us and them'
four other cities immediately follow- mentality," Michael Watton, 41, of
Cincinnati, said.
ing the Sunday night broadcast.
Joe Ryan, 55, Cincinnati, a father of
QUBE said that of the 16 percent of
its viewers who had said they didn't seven, said of the movie, "Yes, we'll
believe, prior to the movie, that nu- all talk about it for a day, a week or a
clear war is likely to occur. 42 percent month. But who's going to do anything

The nuclear war occurred only on
television, but the fallout of opinion
descended on Ohio almost immediately following ABC-TV's film "The
Day After."
Some viewers said yesterday that
the film convinced them of the evils of
nuclear war, while others said it convinced them that America needs a
strong defense to deter nuclear attack.
"I've got a daughter and I'd like to
see her grow up. I'd rather her not
live in a communist world. But when
It comes down to it, I'd rather just
have her live," Vickie Sanders, 2o, of
the Cincinnati suburb of Covington,
Ky., said.
Before viewing the film, Sanders
said she opposed nuclear weapons
because they're so permanent.
There's no way of taking them back
and saying, 'sorry.'"
But Steven Schmitt, 33, a Vietnam

about it?"
Frank Ujcic, 70, a native of Italy
who recalls watching soldiers fight
and hearing bombs explode while a
boy there in World War I, watched the
film at the bar in Barberton's Slovene
Center, and said, "I am not for a
freeze. I figure if you get threatened
you just show them your teeth."
"If we can't get along on an individual basis and love each other, how can
we get along on a worldwide basis?"
asked Pat Humble, a board member
of the American Friends Service
Committee of Akron and advocate of
a nuclear freeze.
Scott Dotson of Tallmadge called
the movie "simplistic propaganda."
"I thought it did a great disservice
to this nation," said Dotson, 23, head
of To Have Atomic Weapons (THAW),
a group opposed to the nuclear freeze
movement.
The picture painted by the film was
"pretty horrible," Akron landscaper
Frank Dubravcic, 29, said.

Opinions expressed
about 'The Day After'
Famished people scramble for
Baby Ruth bars and casualties lie
helpless begging for medical attention in a nearly staffless hospital.
It is a scene difficult to imagine
in a country like the United States a place where hunger exist but not
by the masses and where medical
technology is among the finest in
the worldT
But all that can change drastically if a nuclear war would happen, according to ABC-TVs
Sunday night movie, "The Day
After/'
This movie, which received widespread media attention and opposition by many opposing nuclear
disarmament before its showing,
depicted the effects research has
shown could happen if the United
States encountered a massive nuclear attack. The show narrowed
the scope to a town outside Kansas
City, Kansas - Lawrence.
THE MOVIE elicited various reactions from Americans across the
country and the University community had its own responses to
such a tragic ending of human
lives.
Some students approached after
the show said they thought the
quality of the film was poor.
Mike Kirk was one who was
moved by the film even though he
believed it was poorly done. He

said "it really hit close to home"
and that it should have been shown
a long time ago.
Nielsen ratings reported that 54.2
percent of the country's homes
with television sets had it tuned to
the movie whether or not it was
being watched. The last episode of
"M'A'S'H" registered 56.2 percent under the same circumstances.
"IT WOULD be nice to be a kid
again and not understand all this,"
sophomore Kurt Slatera said after
viewing the film in Rodgers Hall.
"This is so depressing, I don't
want to think about anything right
now. I don't want to think about
studying," said a voice coming
from a neighboring dorm room.
Chris Tobie suggested that it
would have been more realistic if
some of the characters would have
committed suicide.
"Why can't we just stop producing weapons?" said another
viewer. "We knew this could happen all along."
Following the movie, ABC held a
special showing of "Viewpoint"
where a panel of experts ana a live
audience discussed the movie and
the continuing controversy of nuclear weapons and the country's
stability without them. The show
was hosted by "Nightline's" Ted
Koppel.

Teacher's dismissal
causes resentment
"confidential" meeting of tenured
faculty in the College of Music was
held in January, and he was voted out.
Two faculty members who were on
leave cast votes to dismiss Szentkiralyi, he said. Those two faculty members later asked him details about the
case and one of them said he did not
even see Szentkiralyi's file, he added.
Szentkiralyi said he would not discuss the allegations made against him
because he is now going through the
grievance process.
"Dr. Szentkiralyi is an excellent
teacher and his students are learning," DePue said. "Right here we
have a case where a teacher is being
fired, but no one has seen or reviewed
his ability to teach."
Szentkiralyi teaches aural skills
which is a type of ear training to bear
musical intervals.
But he said his freshman classes
were taken away from him and are
now being taught with computers
because many faculty in the college
do not think he will win his appeal and
be teaching at the University next
school year.
Dr. Ruth Inglefield, associate professor of music, is assisting the students who are working with the
computers. But she refused to comment on the students' progress on
computers.

by Mark Dl Vlncenzo
staff reporter
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Kent State's Terry White tackles Bowling Green's Dayne Palsgrove (14) from behind after Paisgrove received a 46-yard pass
from quarterback Brian McClure in last Saturday's 38-3 victory against the Flashes. It was the final game of the 1983
season for the Falcons. See related story on page 5.

At least one faculty member and
several students said yesterday they
resent the fact that no reason has
been given for the dismissal of an
associate professor in the College of
Musical Arts at the University.
Andras Szentkiralyi, who will finish
out the rest of this semester and all of
next semester, is appealing his dismissal.
"I was never told why I was dismissed, but the key issue is that I was
denied due process," Szentkiralyi
said.
Szentkiralyi is in his fourth year of
teaching and is not tenured. According to the University's revised academic charter, a faculty member who
is not tenured after seven years can
be dismissed without reason.
"The process used to dismiss him
(Szentkiralyi) may have been unethical because he was not given the
opportunity to answer the allegations
made against him," Dr. Wallace
DePue, professor of music, said.
DePue added that he believes it is
wrong for anyone to be fired without
reason.
Dr. Robert Thayer, dean of the
College of Music, was out of town and
unavailable for comment.
ACCORDING TO Szentkiralyi, a

See MUSIC ooge 3

Anti-nuclear rioters protest with water jets
BONN, West Germany (AP) -Thousands of anti-nuclear activists defied
riot squads firing water jets yesterday, and marched outside Parliament
as the government reaffirmed its
pledge to deploy new U.S. missiles.
Police jailed at least 163 protesters.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, opening a
parliamentary debate on the mediumrange missiles, said some of the
weapons would be operational on German soil "by year's end" unless U.S.
and Soviet negotiators in Geneva
break their deadlock.

"We are not wanderers between
East and West," Kohl said. "Between
democracy and dictatorship there is
no middle road. We stand on the side
of freedom."
The debate, scheduled to end tonight with a vote, is considered
largely symbolic because Kohl's conservatives have a 56-seat majority
and are determined to approve the
deployment. Kohl had agreed to the
debate because of public pressure.
He said the Soviet Union must not

be allowed "to intimidate Western
Europeans, to limit our political freedom of action and to separate us from
the U.S.A."
WEST GERMANY is to receive 204
of the 572 Penning 2 and cruise missiles that the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization has decided to install in
Western Europe starting next month.
Britain, Italy, the Netherlands and
Belgium will get the rest. The British
already nave received some cruise
missiles.
NATO says the weapons will coun-

ter hundreds of Soviet multi-warhead
SS-20s already deployed and trained
on West European targets.
Several thousand police sealed
off streets around the Bonn Parliament building with steel barriers and
prevented more than 4,000 protesters
from approaching closer than 100
yards during the debate.
Bonn police spokesman Ernst Doering said police arrested 163 demonstrators by evening as the
predominantly youthful crowd repeatedly attempted to block a thor-

they planned to block streets around
the capital through today.
Police in small motor/boats patrolled the Rhine River, which flows
by the Parliament building, and
green-and-white police helicopters
circled overhead.
In Washington, a Reagan administration official said the United States
will prepare to ship nine Penning 2s
to West Germany when the Bonn
Parliament finishes debate and votes.
The official spoke on condition he not
be identified.

oughfare on the edge of the
government district.
Reporters said riot police fired jets
of water laced with tear gas into
hundreds of demonstrators. At least
one protester was reported injured by
chemical mace sprayed in his face.
Some demonstrators hurled stones
and bags of paint at police, but no
serious Injuries were reported.
THE BONN demonstration coincided with other anti-missile protests
in Hamburg, West Berlin, Stuttgart
and Frankfurt. Demonstrators said
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Erin Esmont, senior news editorial
major, has been selected as the BG
I News editor for spring semester.
, ' Esmont,
who was appointed to edi1

t—.
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L^*JM i 1KSM 11 uons during its meeting yesterday in
the University Union's Taft Room,
was one of three candidates vying for
the position.
Esmont, of Canton, is currently
managing editor at the News which
consists of preparing the weekly and
daily budgets, layouts and supervising staff reporters. She has also been
a staff reporter with the Weirs.

appointed
News editor

Her duties as editor will inolude
having final responsiblity for all copy
and art printed in the News, and
acting as a liason between the staff
and the University and area community.
Tentatively scheduled to graduate
in May, Esmont interned with the
Mansfield News Journal last summer
where she covered anything from
feature and hard news stories, to
weddings and meetings.
The News would like to congratulate Esmont for her achievement and
wish her well in the new position.

• Today is the twenty-year anniversary
ol John F Kennedys death We at the
News remember who he was and the
impact he left on aH of us that that
neither a DuNet nor time con erase
Page 2
• Pchord Edwards, vce president ol
University Peictons. will speak at December's commencement Page 3
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—editorial- Kennedy was a golden leader
He believed In us

John F. Kennedy.
For some of us, this man's life ended before ours even
began. Many of us mourned his passing, but others were only
toddlers and oblivious to why the country stood still for a
moment and wept 20 years ago today.
But through the years we have come to know this man; a
president and his administration that some claim were just
too good for an America such as ours, a president and his
policies which might have made a different world than we
know today. Amidst the countless collections of his life and
abrupt death, we are encountered with the question "What if
he hadn't died."
He was an idolized man though his actions were often
questioned. Through the establishment of the Peace Corps,
introduction of the Civil Rights bill, the building of the Berlin
Wall and the strength shown during the Cuban missile crisis
all during his brief stay in office, he developed a leader's
image few have since stood up to.
Kennedy did a lot during his presidency, there was probably a lot more he could have done had he finished it in his own
time. But we are not a country who can live by "What ifs?"
Time has moved on and so have we.
No, we will never know how the events of this country, or
how the world might be different had it rained in Dallas
twenty years ago today. We will just never know what the
man's potential to the country was.
But there is one thing upon which we do not have to
speculate - a belief Kennedy held in the American people. He
believed all of us, not just the leaders, reaching inside for the
very best we could offer, would make the real difference to
this country and to the world.
The man's belief in each of us is a mark neither a bullet nor
time can ever erase. Thank you for believing in us JFK. Even
those of us who never knew you have felt it.

Don't scare the children
Garry Wills
Now we are told the real problem of
the bomb. The problem is that, if we
are not careful, the children will find
out about it. That would be like telling
a 2-year-old that there is no Santa
Claus. We can teach children every
kind of science, in our schools, except
what the scientists are telling us
about the effects of their ultimate toy.
That dirty big secret must, be censored.
There are always reasons for covering over unpleasant truths. In our
early history, we were told it would
tarnish the glory of America's revolution, of our brave talk about human
equality, to trouble Southerners on
the topic of their slaves.
Woman suffragists were told they
should not chain themselves to the
White House fence because it would
distract people from the war effort in
1917.
In the early 1960s, people as different as William Buckley and Robert
Kennedy said it would harm America's international standing, in the
struggle with communism, to advert
to the evils of segregation.
If all else fails, you can condemn an
urgent message just because it is
delivered urgently. Good manners
are thus put at the service of bad
morals. Feminism, again, is a good
example. For ladies to demand political rights was not ladylike.
British suffragists used to go to
outdoor political meetings ana toss
pebbles at the speakers. This was
turned into a violent assault by critics
not politically shrewd enough themselves to recognize the wit of this
gesture. The Greek word for a vote
was also that for a pebble - psephos since the ballot was taken from the

{

letters

Union dues illegal for
campaign contributions
Kenneth York's "Unions represent
the unions" was a superb summarization of the problems which face the
United States. Unions were formed in
response to the unjust treatment of
labor. Yet in recent years unions have
stepped out of their bounds.
The use of union dues for political
contributions is illegal. Just because a
person pays union dues, it does not
follow that that person backs the
same political candidate as the union.
Using the union dues for political
support in any situation is assuming

number of pebbles in a receptacle. If
the women were denied tne political
psephos, all they could resort to was
the literal one. (The word itself suggests how little dangerous was their
assault: It comes -like its cognate,
psamathos, sand - from the sound of
surf rubbing at pebbles.)
So we are told, today, that the
women at Greenham Common outside of London - as courageous and
persistent as their sisters who finally
won the vote for women - should not
oppose the instrument of death with
tne very bodies those instruments
endanger. In the same way, it was
said that William Lloyd Garrison
should have not have burned the Constitution to show how meaningless it
was in a land that countenanced slavery. In the same way, Dr. King was
told not to ask for so much so soon.
There are always excuses for leaving injustice in place - slavery, female inequality, racism. It is said
that the effort to uproot such large
evils will weaken society. It will disillusion people, take away their pride in
their country. It will tell them there is
no Santa Claus. If we advert to evil,
we create it.
Thus George Will tells us that the
urgent critics of nuclear weapons are
"giving peace a bad name. Which
means, of course, that he must keep
working to give war a good name. He
even obliges, in this time of Orwellian
reversals, with his own version of
"War is peace" - calling our military
schools "peace academies." There
will always be a Santa Claus for some
people. You simply dress the grim
reaper in a red suit and stick a pipe in
his mouth.
Garry Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

that every member of the union
wishes to support the same candidate.
This is highly unlikely.
Yet when union members try to
regain the portion of their union dues,
which in fact did go to political contributions, they are denied this privilege. There are several court cases
trying to correct this wrong. Hopefully, justice will prevail and the
unions can go back to doing what they
are designated to do - support their
people, not themselves.
Excellent editorial Kenneth...
Kurt J. Hardan
President
The Stockman Sociaty
218 Harmon Hall
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It makes the prophet in all of us
presage
The glory of a next Augustan age
Of a power leading from its strength
and pride,
Of young ambition eager to be tried,
Firm in our free beliefs without
dismay,
In any game the nations want to
play.
A golden age of poetry and power
Of which this noonday's the
beginning hour.
Frost that day was unable to tell of
what he believed to be a new era. He
was unable to tell of the strength and
pride he saw in his country's young
president. Just as that young president was unable to complete the era
Frost had so eloquently written about.
John Kennedy though, did not die
without acomplishments. He established the Alliance for Progress and
the Peace Corps. He showed his incredible strength during the Cuban
Missile Crisis, and the building of the
Berlin Wall. He showed the courage
he so admired when he introduced his
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The smiling, vigorous image of
Jack Kennedy in the rose garden with
his two small children was so sharp a
contrast to the long mohogany box in
the Rotunda.
The American people felt the pain
in the murder of John F. Kennedy like
no death of a public figure before him.
They were brought from the realm of
interested public into the circle of
private participant. The American
people felt the death of Jack Kennedy
in a deeply'personal way, a way in
which the television camera weaved
life, youth, ambition and courage into
a form those who watched have refused to release.
In these past 20 years it has seemed
almost impossible to judge Kennedy's
presidency past the "Camelot" image
the American people see him in. Kennedy shares company with the greatest of American presidents. Perhaps
because his great strength and vigor
seemed so silent in death. In any case,
Kennedy - "the young chevalier" as
one author has called him - has joined
the ranks of Lincoln and Washington.
For some reason a judgement of the
Kennedy presidency always seems to
end in a perplexity of hypothetical
situations. "If Kennedy had lived he
would have... "
Jack Kennedy was a world leader
with something unprecedented in his
day - a guiding moral obligation. A
base to which he compounded his
tremendous ability to learn and to
grow.
Certainly his first six months in
office could be termed a disaster,
however they only made for a more

mature, intelligent - but still compassionate - president.
One author has said that the image
Kennedy brought to the Oval Office
has crippled every sucessor since.
They simply cannot compete with the
American people's conception of
JFK.
But could it not be that since Kennedy no president has measured up?
Kennedy was a man who held little
need for self-gratification and a great
deal of need for the betterment of his
country. He seemed to be a man who
actually wanted to enhance the
chance for every American to grow
up with equal opportunity. He was a
man who has been and will be admired by the country he was taken
from.
In Dallas, Texas, 20 years ago today
John Kennedy wrote these words
while on his way to a speech he would
never make. These words tell better
than any why he believed his counS/'s pursuits were so important:
e in this country, in this generation,
are - by destiny rather than choice the watchmen on the walls of world
freedom. We ask, therefore, that we
may be worthy of our strength with
wisdom and restraint, and that we
may achieve in our time and for all
time the ancient vision of "peace on
earth, good will toward men." That
must always be our goal, and the
righteousness of our cause must always underlie our strength.
Micheal D. Towle, news editor of the
News, is a senior journalism major
from Toledo.

Celebrate the seeds you sow of life
by Timothy Thompson
It's time to celebrate the harvest,
the riches gained from the seeds
we've planted. Most of us Americans
are no longer agricultural, we don't
eat only what we grow. So we look
elsewhere to celebrate the harvest
and ask what seeds we've planted this
year. What seeds have you planted
this year?
Have you found time to plant seeds
of friendship? The people you know
and the people you meet, all your
relationships with others hold the
potential to grow - the germinating
force is within you. The sunshine in
your soul, the waters of your love,
make your friends and yourself grow
strong.
And what of thoughts - did you plant
any seeds for knowledge or understanding? Have new ideas been absorbed as food for the roots of the
mind? Maybe our thinking can convert ideas into commodities useful to
other humans, much like the miracle
that is chlorophyl. And just as leaves
thrive on light from different directions, was your mind open to ideas
from all sides?
Are your seeds being planted for a
future harvest? The people you meet
now may later be a catalyst to success
and happiness, material and spiritual. The courses and books you absorb now will later integrate you into

tne forest that is society. The tree that
moves fastest toward the sun will
continue to grow strong, yet its roots
must keep striving and reaching.
Each person, each bit of knowledge,
each experience you expose yourself
to will strengthen you, and keep you
moving toward the stars.
Is it one plant you're growing or a
garden? Is most of your time devoted
to one idea, one form of entertainment, one way of thinking? Or is it a
bountiful harvest you plan? planting
many seeds, increasing your acres.
WUI you put in the time and work that
goes with planting more seeds? A life,
Dke a plant, a garden, a farm - grows
stronger with the necessary work and
care. With strength that life will grow
through the most adverse and changing climates.

energy or force that is life resides in
all humankind. And all humans may
live and grow together. These seeds
all begin in our minds, with work and
care they become life. Happy Thanksgiving - celebrate the seeds you've

planted and those you may plant.
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
candidate in interpersonal and public
communication.
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Will you help plant the seeds of
hope? On this Thanksgiving day will
Eour prayers ask for peace, that all
umankind may work together? The
seeds of your work that help our great
nation grow may blossom into a world
of nations living in harmony. The
shade of hatred can be overcome by
the sunshine of love, and all people
and all nations may grow. The seeds
of peace are in our thoughts, with
work and care they grow roots, then
reach for the light of truth above.
All men and women of all nations
have the ability to plant seeds.The
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Candidates' husbands under media eye
by Art Buchwald
As more women go into politics, the
public becomes increasingly curious
about their spouses. I found Horace
Manley, the husband of Agatha Manley, who was running for Congress for
the second time, at home the other
day.
He was flustered. "I wish I'd known
you were coming," he said. "The
house is a mess."
"Don't worry, Mr. Manley, I'm not
here to write about your housekeeping. Is the candidate home?"
"No, she's out talking to the United
Metalworker's Union. She told me I
could have a day off."
"Is it hard to be the husband of a
political figure?"
"It has its pluses and minuses. But
I've known ever since Agatha completed law school she wanted to go
into politics, and as long as she's
happy I'm willing to put up with our
public life."
"What's the toughest part of it for
you?"

"Smiling all the time, and being
nice to people because Agatha says
they're important to her. I also have
to worry about my appearance and
wonder if I'm wearing the right suit
and if my shoes are shined."
"You mean the voters care what the
husband of a candidate looks like?"
"Oh definitely. A husband plays a
very important role in a candidate's
election. Agatha says even though she
does the talking, the electorate is
always studying me."
"what do they ask you?"
"They want to know if Agatha is a
good mother, and what she really is
Dke at home. I always say she is a real
peachy wife."
"You don't sound like you mean it."
"There are times when I get discouraged. I would like Agatha all to
myself and it would be nice if she
could spend more time with the children. But I never nag or bother her
with family problems because I know
she's got too many important things
on her mind. When she comes home
and we can squeeze in a few hours

together, the children and I want her
to relax."
"Does Agatha depend on you for
political advice?"
"Yes, she's very good about that.
She lets me sit in on staff meetings at
our house after I've served everyone
a buffet dinner. She's told me many
times I have a better reading on the
public pulse than she does, because
they say things to me that they're
afraid to say to her."
"Could you give me an example of
the kind of advice you give her?"
"Well, Agatha, being a woman, is
against nerve gas."
"And you're not?"
"There are a lot worse things than
nerve gas. But even if she doesn't
agree with me, she's very interested
in what the male gender is thinking. I
wish I could say the same thing for
her staff."
"They don't like you to talk to
Agatha
about politics?"
T
'They treat me like a dodo."
"How is that?"
"When I'm out campaigning some-

Clear Views

Vicki Reinhart

Erin Eimont

Monoging Editor

For his inauguration in 1981 John F.
Kennedy had brought Robert Frost
with him to read a poem - a poem
Frost had written about the beginning
of the Kennedy era - but, the sun's
glare cast on a newly fallen Washington snow prevented the aging poet
from reading the poem. Frost had
intended to recite these words:

civil rights bill into the House of
Representatives. Kennedy's popularity level dropped 20 points in the polls
just afterward, but he remained undaunted.
As an executive, he was earnest but
relaxed. Unlike his predecessor, who
favored a more formal administrative structure, Kennedy was casual.
Though his term in office weathered
many a political storm - Laos, Cuba,
the Congo, Latin America, Vietnam
and Berlin - and the decisions he
made during those crises were questionable, Kennedy developed the reputation of a president unafraid to
confront the aggressor.
Kennedy's inaugural address
showed the stance against the Soviets
that would follow throughout his administration. He said, ''we dare not
tempt them with weakness. For only
when our arms are sufficient beyond
doubt can we be certain beyond doubt
that they will never be deployed."
But 20 years ago today Kennedy's
record ended abruptly.
After that day in Dallas his image
was, for a time, idolized. His death
was ironically followed by the medium of which he was master. The
American people watched their fallen
president's burial from Parkland Memorial Hospital to Arlington National
Cemetery.
His murder came into view in what
to this time was unprecedented reality. Kennedy's image ran time and
time again like a holographic ghost
reappearing again and again inside
the television sets of the American
people.
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THE BG NEWS
Editor

by Mlchcal P. Towle

Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

by T. Downing and T. Cleary

The BG News Editorial Page is
the campus forum for comments
regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a commentary" column
please contact the editorial editor.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall

one is always afraid I'll make a slip if
I extemporize, so they insist I stick
with the script they've written for me.
It's an awful speech, but every time I
want to change it they say I could lose
the election.''
"Are you jealous of the men around
Agatha?"
"'Not really. I know they are only
attracted to her for her power. I can
put up with a lot as long as she doesn't
humiliate me or the children in public."
"But at least as a politician's husband you get invited to a lot of parties.
That must be fun."
"It would be if someone knew my
name. Agatha always introduces me
by saying, 'I'd like you to meet my
better half.'"
"I notice you're darning your wife's
pantyhose.
Horace said bitterly, "Have you
ever tried to live on a congresswoman's salary?"
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Dec. speaker announced University professors
speak on nuclear threat

by Nancy Beach
staff reporter

University President Dr. Paul Olscamp announced at the Board of
Trustees meeting Friday that the
speaker for the Dec. 22 commencement would be Richard Edwards,
vice president of University Relations.
Olscamp said much thought had
gone into who should be the speaker
for the commencement, joking that
"it had to be decided who had the
greatest amusement value."
Olscamp also announced that the
University "has joined the ranks of
some of the most prestigious colleges
and universities in the country," with
their acceptance to the National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges. The application
was approved by the association at
their annual meeting in Washington
D.C. Nov. 14.
Olscamp said the next move to
improve the status of the University
would be to be accepted to the Association of Research Libraries.
Funds for improvements of some

Music

existing University facilities were
also approved. The bookstore will
have electronic cash registers installed to help improve service and
erovide an efficient means of inveniry control, at a cost of $249,500.
IN ADDITION, the room locks in
Founders Quadrangle will be changed
at a cost of $15,000 to provide better
security.
Olscamp said that 1985 will be the
75th anniversary of the University
and appointed Edwards to a committee that will plan programs for the
anniversary and develop a timetable.
The proposed deadline for formulating these plans is May 1,1984.
Vice chair of the Faculty Senate,
Dr. Arthur Neal, gave a short report
to the trustees about the state of the
role and mission development. He
said committee members from the
task force on the role and mission
were holding open forum meetings to
determine what the body of the faculty was to have in the role and
mission. Each forum is held with a
specific part of the role and mission
as its topic.

Steven Zirkel filled in for Undereduate Student Government presit Brian Baird, saying USG is
currently working on a student handbook outlining the rights and responsibilites of students and faculty
concerning the Student Health Center.
BEVERLY BAKER, president of
Graduate Student Senate, said GSS is
working on a program with the Wellness Center. Graduate students will
learn the concepts of holistic health,
or how to take care of the whole body.
Baker said some of the topics will be
how to manage time, handle stress,
how to buy the most nourishing food
on a limited budget, and how to handle relationships.
Dr. Denise Trauth, chair of the
Radio-Television-Film Department,
gave a report about the department
and what she hopes to improve over
the future. Currently, there are 500
RTVF majors and only six faculty
members, Trauth said, and praised
the department for the job they are
doing with limited space and time
availability

.from page one

time adjusting to them."
Several students have formed a
committee to fight the dismissal.
These students have met with music
faculty, written and distributed
memos to alert others of the dismissal
and circulated a petition to show their
support of Szentkiralyi.

The computers being used are not
popular with all the students.
LEARNING AURAL skills on a
'' Although there are students who
computer is "as difficult as learning like the computers, I don't approve of
how to play the violin by pushing using them," Rebecca Coleman,
computer buttons," Szentkirafyi said sophomore flute performance major,
"You can't do it. You have to pick up said. "The computers don't take the
the violin and play it."
place of a teacher, and I've had a hard

by Carole Hornberger
reporter

The threat of a nuclear attack will
be present as long as the policy of
world politics, based on protecting
individual countries, prevails,
according to Tsuneo Akaha, associate
professor of political science.
Akaha, along with three other University professors, was among a
panel which discussed this sensitive
topic on a program designed by
Chrystal Bastion of WRQN, 93.5 FM,
Toledo, to close the gap of blindness
on the issue between the public and
the experts.
Akaha said the present policy is
based on a national state system
where each country believes in protecting its national belief. And he said
most feel this can be done by building
their defense.
The program, "Overkill," was created due to the times we are living in,
Bastion, WRQN news director, said.
She said certain events takingplace
in the world, such as the UniterfStates
sending Penning and cruise missiles
over to England, and the constant
battle between Russia and the United
States in the arms control gave her
the idea to do a show where the public
could have the chance to ask questions concerning the controversial
issue of building up our nuclear war
weaponry.
CHEMISTRY professor David
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most of the House of Representati ves
were for it because of what their
constituents were saying.
Akaha said the general Impression
is that about 60 percent ofpeopie are
for some kind of control. The 4* percent who were not for some Una of
freeze felt that way, not for lack of
concern, he said, but for their fear
that the Soviet Union has a certain
advantage in preparing for nuclear
war.
"There is a problem of lack of
communication between the United
States and Russia," he said.
Akaha explained that we are not
allowed to hear what the Russians
really believe without biasy stemming from the government. They do
not believe we are against nuclear
war because we keep coming up with
new and advanced weapons.
"They look at not what we say but
at what we do." he said.
IN REFERRING to the Pershing
and the cruise missiles, Akaha said
Russia doe3 not see it as an attempt to
try to prevent war.
"We must stand up and voice our
opinions," Akaha said. "We can't
expect them to do something different
if we continue to build our weaponry."
He said the United States must
show them we plan to follow a nuclear
freeze and change our policy from
only protecting our nation to protecting the rest of the world from destruction.

Newman said he felt obligated to
explain what he knows about nuclear
weaponry.
"Being a professor of physical
chemistry, I have a very good idea of
what these kinds of weapons can do,"
he said. "Most people do not know the
exact effects of a nuclear bomb. All
they have is a general idea."
Dr. George Rendina, also a chemistry professor, said he was interested
in this issue because he cannot see the
reasoning of saving military lives for
civilian lives as it was in the case in
Hiroshima. He said he feels a sense of
urgency to inform the public because
of the increasing escalation of the
weapons system under Reagan's
catch-up plan with the Soviets.
Newman also said he feels it is
important to try and prevent a nuclear war.
"Accidental war is becoming highly
probable," he said. "We have an
obligation to do something about it
because we at least should let our
children have the chance to unscrew
the world."
Newman said one way the public
can get involved in voicing their opinions is to join organizations and
marches whenever they can.
"You should also write your Congress," he said.
HE EXPLAINED that the Senate
and the House of Representitives do
follow what the people think. He said
even though Salt II was defeated.
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Experts want missile topics combined
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Freedman, war studies
profesaor at King's College
in London, was one of a
half-dozen experts, including three former U.S. arms
control chiefs, who gave
their views on the nuclear
talks.
His opinion was shared
?' two ex-directors of the
fe
S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency - Gerard Smith and Paul
Warnke - and by Sverre
Lodgaard, who has studied
the European missile
standoff for the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute.
THEY AND OTHERS
who favor merging the two
sets of talks in Geneva,

The U.S.-Soviet "Euromissile" talks, finally
deadlocked on the key
question of whose weapons
belong in the European
nuclear equation, should
now be merged with the
negotiations on intercontinental missiles, say leading Western arms control
specialists.
"I was never very optimistic for the (Euromissilei talks," Lawrence
Freedman, a noted British
historian of the nuclear
arms race, said. "They
never should have been
separated... from the
strategic arms talks."

Switzerland - the negotiations on medium-range
missiles in Europe, and Se
Strategic Arms Reduction
Talks on long-range weapons - say ft would give
negotiators much more
leeway in bargaining and
trading off among weapons
systems.
Eugene Rostow, who
stepped down last Jan. 12
as U.S. arms control chief,
said that combining the
talks "may or may not be
sensible."
But Rostow agreed with
the others that the Euromissile talks have hit a
bedrock dispute.
"There really is only one

Winners Announced in the December 12th Edition of MISCELLANY

LOOK FOR ITI

b the Soviet mediumrange missile force a
"counter" to British and
French missiles, as the
Soviets contend? Or. instead, will the planned new
U.S. medium-range missiles in Europe be a "counter" to the Soviet force, as
the United States and its
allies argue?
SINCE THE mid-1970s,

The buildup worried the
West European governments both militarily and
politically, since it underlined the absence of similar American weapons in
Europe, missiles that
would demonstrate concretely to both the Soviets and
Europeans that the United
States was committed to
the defense of Western Europe.

Black market weapons aplenty in Cols.
1450 E. W00STER ST.

352-0564

issue dividing the parties, the Soviets have been imand on that issue there has proving their mid-range
been no movement on ei- rocket force, so that they
ther side, and there can't
be any movement on our now have 243 triple-warside," he said.
head SS-20S aimed at WestThat one issue is actually ern Europe and 117 aimed
a two-sided question:
at Asian targets.
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- The illegal sale of guns is
flourishing in Columbus,
with black market weapons available even to children or convicted felons,
police said.
And people legitimately
owning guns but failing to
register serial numbers
with the city only encourage the problem, police
said.

Without the serial number, a stolen gun becomes
"virtually untraceable,"
according to investigators.
Eleven guns were reported stolen in a two-day
period last week. But police were able to obtain a
serial number in only four
of those cases.
Burglary squad detectives say many gun owners
don't even write down se-

Expires 11/24/83

sale of weapons is "commonplace'' in central Ohio.
"Weapons of all kinds
are readilv available for
purchase by anyone with
tiie asking price," the report stated.
"ALL YOU NEED is
money. A lot of kids are
getting them from other
kids. But we don't know
where those kids get

them," police juvenile officer, Sgt. Daniel Wood,
said.
Organized crime bureau
investigators said the most
likely place to buy a black
market gun is at a bar.
Although some stolen
guns are snipped to New
York, where there is demand for untraceable
weapons, most are resold
in Columbus, police said.
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Hair cut only
$6.00
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with this ad until 11 -30-83
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special orders

rial numbers for their own
records.
If a criminal is caught
with a suspected stolen gun
and police cannot check
the serial number, the suspect does not have to reveal where the gun was
bought and cannot be
charged, detectives said.
In a 1902 organized
crime report to the governor, authorities said the

Mon-Frl 9a.m.-6p.m. Sat. 9a.m.-noon
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Atari Computers plus rebates make a great Christmas.

^y»7.y^r Our price

99.86 Our price
-50.00 Atari rebate

49.86

his Thanksgiving vacation the Ohio School
t' of Broadcasl Technique invites you to a
special college student open house on
Saturday, November 26,1983 at
10:30AM. See how you can begin your
career as a radio/television
announcer producer
writer, cameraperson. sales rep or
sound engineer We II snow you how
Located at 1737 Euclid Avenue, next
door to Cleveland State University
For your reservation, call collect
BK.VDCAST
(216)861-1111.
Tf^-MQUE *

— 100.00 Atari rebate

Cost after rebate

Atari 400 Personal Computer
Learning and entertainment center with a 16K programmable memory, color graphics, 4-voice sound system and
a variety of accessories. Popular entertainment (Pac-Man,
Centipede), educational and home management programs
are available to add to this basic system.

199.94

Cost after rebate

Atari 1200XL Home Computer
The Atari 1200XL Computer has it all! 64K RAM computing
power, compact, streamlined profile, unique, state-of-theart features. Brilliant 256-color graphics and 4-voice sound,
electronically lockable full-stroke keyboard, user sell-lest
Sfstem, help key. foreign character set to communicate in
uropean languages, four advanced programmable function keys and left-hand side loading for easy cartridge
insertion, plus more.

39.90

VIEW!
EVERTTHING LOOKS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT PRESCRIPTION LENSES

364.88

Data Cassette Recorder
Allows you to use the many quality
programs available on cassette
tapes as well as save programs
that you write yourself #410

Atari Disc Drive
Store text, data or
programs permanently on compact,
easy-to-handle 5%"
diskettes. Each
holds up to 127K
bytes of information. #1050
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sports /wrap
BG crushes Kent 38-3 in season finale
bg news/november 22, 1983 5

by Marc Deiph
ossislonl sports editor

Throw all the bad rumors about
Bowling Green's mediocre second
half football team out the window.
The Falcons turned a first half lead
of 10-3. to a 383 blowout of Kent State
Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Field. With
that, the Falcons completed their best
season since 1975 with an 8-3 mark.
However, they finished tied for
second with Central Michigan and
Toledo with a 7-2 Mid-American Conference record, behind California
Bowl-bound Northern Illinois with an
8-1 league mark.
THE THIRD quarter proved to be
the difference in the game when KSU
turnovers and a 10-ot-lO for 115 yards
and two touchdown passing performance from quarterback Brian Mc-

Clure accounted for a total of 28
points.
Also in the third quarter, McClure
broke National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) marks for completions in a season with 298, and
yards passing for a sophomore QB
wita3,26T\
"Bowling Green was much
stronger than we were," KSU coach
Dick Scesniak said. "It was like boys
playing against men.
Bowling Green was a damn good
football team, no question the Dest
team we've faced this season. They
handled us in every situation. We
were rushed in everything we did."
Scesniak probably wouldn't have
said that if the game had ended after
just 30 minutes - since the Falcons
didn't get on the board until late in the
first quarter. The score came on a

Falcon icers win;
sweep Wildcats
by Jean Dimeo

ports reporter
Bowling Green's hockey
Falcons knew two wins last
weekend against New
Hampshire could be deciding factors in their quest
for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association playoffs this year. And the Falcons met the challenge,
winning both games by
narrow margins in Durham, New Hampshire Friday and Saturday nights.
The sweep over the Wildcats, 6-5 and 4-3, boosted
the nationally-ranked Falcons to 11-1 overall.
"Overall, I think we
played extremely well,"
BG head coach Jerry York
said. "Our penalty killing
was the best plus of the
weekend."
BG gave up a three-goal
lead in the third period of
Friday- night's game, but
beat the aggressive Wildcats in overtime, 6-5. The
goal, scored by George
Ball,..came with 1:15 remaining in overtime and
was his second of the
game.
THE FALCONS took a
quick 2-0 lead in the first
Eiriod on goals by Nick
andescu and Roll within
the first six minutes of the
game.
But the Wildcats' offensive attack soon sparked
when UNH's Ken Chisholm
tallied an unassisted goal
with 5:41 remaining in the
first period.
UNH started the second
period scoring on a goal by
Mark Doherty at the 5:52
mark to tie the score at 2-2.
But before the second
period was over, the Falcons scored three unanswered goals giving
them a healthy 5-2 lead.
Perry Braun scored twice
within two minutes at the

Gehad Youssef 32-yard field goal set
up after linebacker Mark Emans intercepted a Stu Rayburn pass and
bulled 24 yards for the return to the
KSU 28.
THE FLASHES returned the favor
in the second quarter when safety
Mike McGruder intercepted a McClure pass that resulted in a gametying three-pointer off the foot ofTony
De Leone.
Possibly the play of the game came
with 6:18 left in the half when McClure hooked up with backup quarterback Dayne Palsgrove, who lined
up in the tailback spot, for a 46-yard
reception which carried the Falcons
to the KSU 26. Four plays later, tailback Darryl Story took a pitch from
McClure and rambled six yards for
the score.
"The one to Palsgrove is called a

tailback shoot and is a new play," BG Dowdell had 70 receptions for the
coach Denny Stolz said. "As you saw, season at days end, an NCAA record
the ball is in the air before the re- for a tight end, surpassing the old
ceiver ever looks for it."
record set by Long Beach State's
Palsgrove later spelled McClure as Darren Long last season.
the signal-caller in the fourth quarter,
and together they accounted for 303
The third score was set up by
yards through the air.
Eman's second interception of afWhatever Stolz said at the intermis- ternoon. The first-team all-MAC linesion should have been recorded for backer played in his final game with
Cyback at future halftimes because10 tackles, and he caused a fumble to
Falcons came out and scored on compliment his two thefts. He was
every possesion in the third quarter, voted as the Ohio Company Player-ofand the defense recovered two turn- the-Game.
overs while holding the Flashes
"I thought our defensive effort was
scoreless.
excellent, Stolz said.
Two touchdowns in the third quarter went to fullback Lamont Wagner,
who scored six touchdowns in the last
three games, and tight end Mark
DowdeU caught the other two TD's.

FALCON NOTES: BG set at least
70 school, MAC and NCAA records
throughout the season, the final tally
will be added at the end of the season. . . Senior safety Martin Bayless

did not have any interceptions Saturday to move into first place as the alltime NCAA interception leader. His 27
career thefts is second. . . Split end
Stan Hunter set a BG record as he had
over 1,000 reeiving yardsthis season.
Gehad Youssef tied a BG record with
the 33rd field goal of his career.
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8:20 and 10:04 marks, and
Jamie Wansbrough tallied
his eleventh goal of the
season at the 17:22 mark.
The Wildcats' defense
kept the Falcons scoreless
in the third period, and the
UNH offense put three
Soals past BG goaltender
'ayne Collins. Chisholm's
second goal, coming at the
16:25 mark, forced the
teams into the overtime
action.
BG started the overtime
period shorthanded when
Garry Galley was sent to
the penalty box at the end
of regulation play. But, the
Falcons held off numerous
scoring opportunities by
UNH, and Roll tallied the
game-winning goal.
THE WILDCATS did not
let BG forget about Friday
night's loss. UNH's Peter
Douris put the Wildcats on
the scoreboard Saturday
night at the 2:20 mark of
the first period, beating
BG goaltender Gary Kruzich from the right side.
But, the Falcons proved
they could find the net in
the second period, recording three goals. Dave Randerson tied the score at 1-1
at the 2:31 mark on his first
goal of the season.
UNH converted on a
power play just seven seconds into a penalty on Roll
to regain the lead, 2-1, at
the 6:19 mark.
But BG's Gino Cavallini
and Garry Galley put the
Falcons back on top, tallying the last two goals of the
period at the 8:47 and 10:39
marks.
Jamie Wansbrough
added the game-winning
Soal only 43 seconds into
le third period, and
UNH's Douris finished the
game scoring his second
goal at the 10:26 mark to
bring the Wildcats within
one, 4-3.

Spikers victorious
This season was filled
with many close losses for
Bowling Green's volleyball
team, out BG ended its
season in style this weekend with two impressive
wins against Kent State
and Ohio University in Anderson Arena.
"I was extremely
pleased with our end of the
year performances," BG
head coach Denise van De
Walle said. "Our seniors
gave performances to remember them by, and we
played well as a team."
BG finished its season 1122 overall and 4-14 in the
Mid-American Conference.
The Falcons won the
match against KSU Friday
night 9-15, 15-13,15-11 and
15-3.

Although the Flashes
won the first game, the
spikers outplayed KSU for
easy wins in the next three
games.
BG won the second
third games playing
gressive volleyball
making few passing
rors.

and
agand
er-

The Flashes lost momentum in the fourth game,
giving BG the match.
Saturday afternoon's
match against OU marked
the end of the careers of
seniors Renee Manwaring,
Julaine Flick and Joanie
Zimmerman careers, who
helped the Falcons win the
match, 15-5,15-11,8-15 and
15-10.

A Berry Special Place
open November 29

Berries
in Harshman
Sun. - Thurs 4 -6 pm
('»Hh and Coupon* Accepted

1080 S. MAIN 354-3966

We wW be closed
Thanksgiving Day

■sports-
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BG swimmers win two
against KSCJ tankers
by Trtaha Welrtcn
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's and women's swim teams swept through their
first dual meets of the season by
defeating Kent State last Friday at
Kent.
The men's swim team beat KSU 7043 after battling back and forth for
first place. However, BG's depth
over-rode Kent's individual performances to give the Falcons the win.
BG diver Paul Maples finished first
in the three-meter diving and Andy
Koester followed by placing second.
THE SWIMMING events began
with the 400-yard medley relay, in
which the men tankers placed second
by five-tenths of a second to KSU. BG
freshman Dean Shaw placed second
in both the 1,000 and 500 freestyle
events.
BG's Chris Birnbrich was voted
"Swimmer of the Meet" by the BG
swimmers and coaches. Birnbrich
placed first in the 200 freestyle and 100
backstroke. Recently, Birnbrich had
shoulder surgery arid missed one
week of practice.
Other first place finishers were:
Bob Walker in the 50 freestyle; Tom

Falcons beat Yeomen 78-61

Herringer in the 100 breastroke; and
the 400 freestyle relay team.
In the three-meter diving, Koester
came back to place first, while
Maples followed with a second place
finish for BG.
BG women's swim team easily beat
Kent, 71-42. The women finished first
in nine of 13 events and also set four
pool records. The meet began Friday
with the women's one-meter diving in
which Sally Mahalick placed third.
BG freshman Paula Holmes was
voted "Swimmer of the Meet."
Holmes broke two pool records in the
1,000 and 500 freestyle.
Other first place finishers were:
Pam Reinhart in the 200 individual
medley; Lisa Lasarenko in the 100
butterfly; Debra Bueschen in the 100
backstroke; Cathy Schmitz with a
Cl record in the 100 breastroke; and
400 free relay team which also set
a new pool mark.
IN THE three-meter diving competition, Shannon Walsh and Sally Mahalick placed first and second,
respectively.
BG's men and women's swim team
will host their next dual meet against
Kenyon on Friday, Dec. 2 at Cooper

classifieds
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by Tom Hltek
sports editor

It was a game to work out the
kinks and soften the rough edges.
That is just what Bowling Green's
basketball team did Saturday night
in a 7841 exhibition victory over
the York (Ontario) University Yeomen at Anderson Arena.
Falcon coach John Weinert
didn't have to be reminded of the
capabilities of his three returning
starters Bill Faine, Colin Irish arid
Keith Taylor. But Weinert may
also have discovered some diamonds-in-the-rough in center
Freddie Bryant, a 6-foot-10 junior
transfer from Colorado and 6-2
freshman guard Frank Booker
from Augusta, Ga.
BRYANT CAME off the bench in
the the second half, and although
he played only nine minutes,
helped spark the Falcons to victory. BG led by only one point at
halftime, 38-37, but seemed to get
rolling with Bryant at the center
spot, leading by more than 20
points when he left the game. Bryant finished with only four points,
but added five rebounds and two
blocked shots.

LOST: Kodak cantata OK 1113
Please return1 No Questions Fern
Inside has sentimental value Cal
372-4542 of rolum to Rodgsrs 248
Reward

TYPING
Dissertations, theaas etc
352 0635 Of 372-2261
Expert Typing

HOLIDAY INN" 'MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIMEI

Lost 3 yr old black lab dog Reward
ottered 352-0454

Cal 352 7305 ettsf 6 30pm

Just Arrived Nylon a Oust JacketsBrown a Orange. Locker Room.

RIDES

Store Your Bake
$15unB March IB
S19 95 Includes tune-up
Purcel'a SIX Shop

Hide to BGSU Mon-Fri 7 30 am-4
pm. WHI help wr gas expenses 6693476

TYPING—LOW RATES
Check out our profeesioniiy typed
and written resumes loo 362-5787

LOST AND FOUND

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

ATTENTION ALPHA CHH'
FOUND: One Alpha Chi Omega Ac*.
vsvaon Pin on Uneon Oval Fri Nov 18
Cal Tom 2-3259 (155 KoN) to
identity » dam.

WICI RAFFLE
'Dinner lor Two at Kaufman's"
Trek ate only 24'
Avertable Nov. 21 from »-4
and Nov. 22 trass) t-12 a)
Univ. Ha* and Onion Foyer

352-6264

TUCKER TYPING
6th Year ol Service
Nancy 352-0809

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
874-1466
PerrysbUfQ

PERSONALS
Check us tar low
elk screening prices.
Jeans M' Things. 531 Ridge St

1

^^VrOLLEGE NIGHT^^ ^

A'Y
ADULTS s2.99

CONGRATULATIONS MARK
OABKOWSKI ON BEING ELECTED
ACGFA REPRESENTATIVE. WE
KNOW YOU WILL DO A GREAT JOS
A WE'RE BEHIND YOU ALL THE
WAY. ATO BROTHERS.
CORKY-HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
ANOTHER YEAR-GONE REMEMBER THE LAST ONE' LASAGNE
DINNERS. THE STRAY CATS. SIT.
TING ON THE POHCH7 HAVE A
COOL-AS—HELL DAY! LOVE.
GRASSHOPPER MOM
Deaf Scruffy Face.
Happy Anniversary'
"YOU ARE MY DREAM"
I Love You - Su Amor

A Chopped Steak or Filet of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato, Warm
Roll with Butter and the World's Biggest, Best Solad Buffet, or...
Enjoy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for |ust $3.59.

Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin.

P0NBEBQS&.

Day. Trash > Moose.
Thanx so much for the surprise last
Thursday You guys are the best.
who could ask tor better roomiest
Have a great Turkey break I swear I'l
be just great when break's over. I love
ya'afll DZ love S mine torevert
Mickey
Isappwieas is being together with
family members tor ThaYiksgrving
Aren't vacations wonderful?11!

DATES TO REMEMBER • DATES TO REMEMBER • DATES TO REMEMBER • O

STEAMBOAT, COLORADO
Jan. 8-16 * $270 per person

ROBIN AND SCOTT
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR LAVAUERING. YOU TWO DESERVE
THE BEST EACH OTHER LOVE.
CATHY

TO ALL THE MEN AT "THE RED
HOUSE": THANKS FOR SUCH A
WONDERFUL DINNER
IT WAS
REALLY SWEET OF ALL OF YOU
HAVE A GREAT THANKSGIVING
BREAK! LOVE. THE OWLS AT "THE
WHTTE HOUSE"
To Xe girts at The While House"
Have a Happy Thanksgrvng gels!
God knows we could use the breek
Have a wonderful time! Love Always.
Dens

NEW LOCATION
PUUeNEO PARENTHOOO
IN WOOD COUNTY
920 N. Mean St.. B G
Confidential-personal care
Special ratee. BGSU students
Cottvenient Appta 354-3540

SWIM

Tapes For
I Concentrallon I PorterI Available. $6*8777.

Morning domrt and roll delivery
avertable from The Getaway
Of tubes
1A2-4H2.
Parcel Depoeitory for Frying Tigers.
PuroeMor ft United Parcel Service
Sears Catalog Merchant 148 N
Main 3522511 Frse parking In rear
Parcel Service Oapoastory
Flying Tigers. PuroWor a United
Parcel Service Ray Hoept. Sears
Catalog Sales Merchenge
148 N. Mam 352-2511

WANTED
Mass Roommate needed to share two
bdrm. apt. with two other guys lor sp
semester 6th ft awn. $150 per
month 3725191.
2 F Rrnts needed Spring Sam
Behind Sam B's. turn, cheap! Cal
Nowll 372-4330
F. Rnwe. to Ml 2 Mm*. apL
Good Location
ISOll 41.
ROOMMATE NEEOED, OWN BEDBOOM. 2 BLOCKS F«OM CAMPUS
CALL 354-1678 AFTER 6 PM

2 FEMALE ROOMTS FOR SPRING
$85 00. MO. ft ELEC AND PHONE
(OAS HEAT AND STORE INC I
CLOSE TO CAMPUS - 3RD ft ELM.
CALL NOW 382-7170
Female Grad student or faculty mem.
bar to snars beautiful nine room, turn
home In country until Aug 1. 1883
Just 5 mm from campus $ 150 mo
plus uH. lapprox $601 Wil have own
bedroom, garage apace, use ol dining room, tarrrty room, living room
kitchen with dinette ares. 13 seres ol
wooded lot to roam, Msytsg washer/dryer, telephone answering service,
security system For more informs,
tun cal 352-6396
F Feme, tor Spr Sem Fum apt •
Close to campus Jan rent payed
Need 2 non-smoking notes, to share
3 bdrm houae Spr Sem CM M J
352 4789
M RMTE
NEEOED SP. SEM
$120. E A MO CLOSE TO CAMPUS
NICE 1 BDRM FURN APT CALL
LATE EVENING 352-0808
Rrme needed Open Dec. 1 Own
bdrm In large apt. 2 bka from
campus $145/mo Heat A water
pan Paul 352-0342.

HELP WANTED
Counselors needed lor local Boy
Scout Camp Need water safety instructor, aquatic aides, nature instructors, high adventure, scout
craft, field sports ft range Instructor
Cal (418) 422-4356 or Put-Han-Sen
Council 2100 Broad, Findlay OH
45840

THE BG NEWS
Needs s Wed. A Frl. morning
Circulation Person
Starting Spring Semester
MUST be dependable, have cat
and flexible a.m. schedule
Apply BG News 106 Univ. Hall

1 Male roomate needed to share
apartment Ctoae to campus $80 per
month 352 8331
rated female to !» apartment and
mass to !■ house Cal 352-7365

1

4"% J
KIFT Kirs

*0
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MON: Singles Night w/free video
TUES: "18"
WED: Quarter Nite/College I.D.
THURS: Ladies Nite w/Male
Review

LIVE ROCK & ROLL 7 NIGHTS A WEEK

<?

Dec. 4, 8:00 p.nr
Grand Ballroom
DIETRICH from
"BARNEY MILLER"

Steve Landesberg
with Charlie Weiner
All seats reserved • Tickets $5.00 each
available at Union Ticket Booth, Finders, the Source
TO REMEMBER • DATES TO REMEMBER • DATES TO

REMEMBER •

g

ACROSS
47
1 Kind ol nail
48
S Important
49
10 Typeol
50
tournament
56
14 HIM of
,
58
seat of
Irish Kings
59
15 Superior
60
16 Prix
61
17 Neighbor of Max. 62
63
18 Large goose
18 Crackerjacks
64
20 Items of hand
65
work
23 "Krazy
"
24 Bumpkin
25 Palm off
27 Leatherneck
30 Nursery meal
1
2
32 Word of cheer
33 Brought out
3
4
36 '"Woe Is me!"
38 David of rock
and film
5
39 Designation
6
40 Empowered to
7
act for
42 Mountain region 8
8
of Morocco
43 Famed 5-strlng
ban|olst Pete
10
,44 Conversational 11

Escapes slowly
Deck In the stern
Yore, of yore
Will
Smooth-spoken
Magnetic tape
compound
Hosp.dept.
Sphinx site
Come to
Behold, to Cato
Witnessed
Fishhook line
Disburden

DAILY
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

12 Permission to go
British style
13 Cozy spot
21 Far off
22 Besmirch
26 Wise to

27 Alum.

28 Nathan Hales
alma mater
28 Wax lyrical
30 Not so many
31 Raring to go
33 Catnap
34 Qlveout
35 Challenge
37 Near East canal
38 Persons of
prominence
DOWN
41 Klokoff props
Musical abbr.
44 Soortseaeter
Henry Vlll's sixth
Howard
Domingo offering 45 Llndy
Overpower with
46 Culminations
brilliance
47 Stan's friend
17th cen court
46 Ride a bike
entertainment
48 Quiche base
Respecting
51 Nerve-cell
Pretty, to Pierre
process
Rose Bowl, e.g.
52 Highflier
Like some
53 Saucy
lodgings
54 Sprint
58 Tookalook
Two
kind
Dissects
57 Proscription

Earn doaars seang Avon Products
For more Information please cal
Phyfc al 352-5833
Tutor needed lor heap si research.
$3 75/hr Cal Sue. 352-4124.

FOR SALE
BOOK SALE Dealer In fine used, out
ot print ft rare schoasrty books we be
at Wood County Fairgrounds Antique
ft Collectable Show Nov 26. 27
Hundreds ol titles. speceaUng In
Americana. History, ft Biography
Admission Refunded wth purchase.
J R Huber. Bookseesr Urns, OH

352-5854

Weatsm F. rrnsnts sp. eemJtm
month, inc. heel ft water, air eon.
rat^tvfrjooo to cempus/354-16M.

s

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Northern
Illinois Coach Bill Mallory, quarterback Brian McCIure of Bowling
Green, nose tackle Brian Pillman of
Miami and tight end Kelly Spielmaker of Western Michigan have won
the major awards in Mid-American
Conference football this season.
In balloting by the Mid-American
Conference News Media Association,
Mallory was chosen the league's
Coach of the Year for guiding the
Huskies to the conference
championship, a California Bowl
berth and a 9-2 overall record.
McCIure, a 6-foot-6 sophomore, was
chosen as the league's Offensive
Player of the Year. He shattered a
flock of school records, several conference marks and a couple of national standards this fall. He
completed 298 of 466 passes for 3,264
yards and 16 touchdowns in 1983.
Pillman was an easy winner in the
balloting for Defensive Player of the
Year honors. The 5-10. 225-pound Cincinnati senior set conference records
for tackles for losses in a season and a
career.
Like Pillman. Spielmaker was a
standout for a disappointing team in
being named as the conference's
Freshman of the Year.

REYNOLDS at HEATHERDOWNS/867-9123 SECOR at S.YLVANIA/473-0662

SIGN UP UNTIL DEC. 2
with $50 deposit
AFTER DEC. 2
FULL AMOUNT

«*

"On No, Mr. Bill I Time to party!"
Tracer Thomas finally made II - 21
years A a semester with usl Have e
great day tomwiuw! We love yoult
Bash Batch.

second half. The second half is the
key to any game, and we play well
most second halves."
The Falconsseemed to miss
Saduated point guard David
reer and forward David Jenkins,
who is sidelined with an ankle
injury. Sophomore Brian Miller did
an adequate job at the point, gaining five assists and seven points
with two turnovers.
Irish led all scorers with 20
points, while Faine added 17 along
with Taylor's 11 points. The Falcons open the regular season Saturday with a 1:30 p.m. contest
against Findlay at Anderson
Arena.
FALCON NOTES:Jim Smith, a
6-6 forward-guard at Wisconsin, is
expected to transfer to BG to play
basketball. BG head coach John
Weinert said he was expecting a
call from Smith late last nighf to
finalize plans for the tranfer.
Smith averaged 4.9 points and 2.2
rebounds per game last season as a
freshman at Wisconsin, but was a
starter in several Bacbjer games.
He was named co-High School
Player of the Year in Toledo along
with BG's Brian Miller after his
senior year at Toledo Scott.

MON: Concert Night
TUB: ladies Night w/Male Review
WED: 18 Night
THURS: College I.D. Night

w

includes ski rental " lift
ticket ' parties * transportation

Mar - No Wayl The big 21 Is feisty
here' Time for shots ol Schnapps A
Stammers' Look out Motown - especaety after we visit the "Haw "Maybe
wel even be abas to stay on our feet1
(Don't count on It. tho'l Let's have a
great one-and don't worry, wel be
around to carry you home! Happy
Birthday, roomie1 Love - KnSts
P S Let's give the Gawk Patrol another good show1

The CN Omega's wash everyone e
Happy Thenksgrying' Be careful end
have a sate trip you al

OBylMoz.
What would I do without you two" I
don't know how I could ever tieve
survived without your help Thanks
lor being there whenever I needed
you A (or being my best friends I
reefy do love you both Thanks s
nataon Love ya lots. Mickey PS
Dec 3rd w* On the best'

CHILDREN .99

KIM. BECKY. ERIC. AND MONICA
TOOi THANX FOR MAKING MY
21ST ONE I WILL NEVER FORGETt
TOO BAD KATH AND OUMCY
WEREN'T HERE TOO YOU OUYS
ARE THE GREATEST! LOVE YA. LU
PS WHEN'S THE NEXT PASS—
OUT GAME?
LEE LONDON RIDER BAGGIES
IN RED PIN STRIPES
JEANS N' THUGS
531 RPGE ST

Need a typist?
Cal 352-4017

FONG FOUND around Unfv Wage
Apt* 11/16 CM to Identity. 3724633

•0%

"I'm very pleased with Freddie
Bryant." Weinert said. "He's a
great shot Mocker. He blocks shots
softly. He doesn't try to swat them
into the crowd. He tries to keep
them in play."
Booker, recruited by defending
NCAA champion North Carolina
State, appeared very poised in his
Falcon debut. Playing 30 minutes,
Booker scored 11 points and dished
out five assists while seeming right
at home on the Anderson hardcourt.
"I think Frank got Keith's (Taylor) and David's (Jenkins) attention with his play," Weinert said.
"I also think Freddy got Colin's
and Bill Faine's attention."
THE FALCONS started off
slowly against the Yeomen, who
were playing their first game
against an American team this
season. Weinert said York, which
dropped to 4-2, was the best Canadian team he has faced, entering
his eighth season at BG.
"I was disappointed in the whole
team in the first half," Weinert
said. "I thought at times we played
flat, without intensity. It was almost like we were out of shape.
But, I was very happy with the

McCIure honored
BG's QB is MVP

For Sale 69 Plymouth. 6 cyinder
6552527
__
Don't pay rent • Own your own
mobile home. Call Broker Realty 35MSS1.
For Sale, ski Pkg KZ ski's. Reaches
Boots. Tyrofta bindings, barecrafter
poets Together or separate Best
Oder 352-4141
Miniature Deschund puppies, 6 wks
old at X—MAS Reserve now, cal
Darmi. 2-0151. eat 293 or 2572770

FOR RENT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS: 520 E. Reed
•1. 2 bedrma. Available Spring
Semester Call Beth 354-1114 or
Chert 352-OvM.
1 Bdrm Fum. Apt Close to Towers,
lor 2nd Sem suitable lor two people.
3543184 after 7 30 pm
2 bdrm house dose to campua
Furneshed w/avge garage Aval. Jan.
thru June 354-2132
1 bdrm turn sot adjacent often.
lowers Avail Dec 20 $200.mo A
low uN 354-1753 or 352-3406
Senior Grad Mare
1 Vacancy Double Room
Kitchen Private Entrance
Close lo University
352-8043
1 bdrm unfurnished spt Free heat •
comes (n handy on those cold winter
nights. Free sewer and water tool
Cal Newiove Mgmt ■ 352-5620
Houses A spts. ctoae to campua for
'84-85 school year 1-267-3341.
In BG 2 bdrm turn apt. Laundry
room, sauna A pool $3O07mo. Cal 1 547-7655, aak lot Sharon
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